Proposte di cooperazione tecnologica – Novembre 2016
Per ulteriori informazioni, si prega di scrivere a traversi@eurosportello.eu oppure telefonare allo 0555320100,
indicando il CODICE DELLA PROPOSTA.
Titolo:Great Britain - UK-based pharmaceutical SME seeks novel early stage molecules in the
immuno-oncology space
Codice: TRUK20161011001
A UK-based pharmaceutical SME is looking for novel small molecules with immune-oncology activity especially in
regard to difficult to treat cancers. The SME will further develop these novel compounds to improve their efficacy
and safety profiles with a view to licensing the improved molecules to larger pharmaceutical companies to take onto
the market. The SME seeks to partner with universities, research Institutes and SMEs in the form of a licensing
agreement or technical cooperation agreement.
Titolo: Great Britain - Manufacturers of textiles with temperature controlled capabilities are sought to
reduce chronic pain cold sensations
Codice: TRUK20161107002
A leading South West UK University focussed on developing therapeutic approaches to improve treatment,
rehabilitation and quality of life after stroke and to others who suffer from chronic pain triggered by cold temperature
and sensations seeks textile and clothing manufacturers or textile scientists with suitable smart, temperature
controlled clothing or fabrics for manufacturing or technical cooperation agreement.
Titolo: China - A Chinese environmental protection company is looking for high efficient anaerobic
digestion technology and equipments
Codice: TRCN20160824001
A Chinese environmental protection company is looking for high efficient anaerobic digestion technology and
equipments. The possible cooperation type are technical cooperation or commercial cooperation under technical
assistance. The potential partner should equip with mature technologies that could be put into use with the
minimum cost.
Titolo: Albania - Manufactures of milk filling machines are sought in order to conclude a commercial
agreement with technical assistent with an Albanian company.
Codice: TRAL20161017001
An Albanian Company, located in Durres, seeks for manufactures of milk filling machines. The company is
specialized in the production of goat milk products. Type of collaboration: commercial agreement with technical
assistance. The company for the moment is present only in national and regional markets, but with a clear vision to
expand its level into international one. Potential partners must have experience in this industry.
Titolo: Italy/Russia - Request for augmented reality, virtual reality, internet of things, industry 4.0, smart
manufacturing innovative providers specialized in industrial processes
Codice: TRIT20160930001
An Italian-Russian start up sourcing, developing and distributing innovative advanced ICT solutions across multiple
industries for business process enhancement, is looking for augmented reality, virtual reality, internet of things,
industry 4.0, smart manufacturing innovative providers specialized in industrial processes (training, maintenance,
distribution, logistic..). The company is interested in technical cooperation agreements or commercial agreements
with technical assistance.
Titolo: China - A Chinese environmental protection company is looking for advanced high efficient
unsorted municipal waste treatment technology and equipments
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Codice: TRCN20160831001
A Chinese environmental protection company is looking for advanced high efficient unsorted municipal waste
treatment technology and equipments. The company hopes to find partners that have already applied the
technology into projects, which will save their cost to adjust the technology/equipments. The possible cooperation is
technical cooperation and commercial cooperation uder technical assistance.
Titolo: Great Britain - UK-based SME requests analysis technologies for drug discovery
Codice: TRUK20161013001
A UK-based SME that assists companies with their drug development programmes is seeking new assays and
analytical techniques that can be developed for the pharmaceutical industry. The SME will help companies develop
assays from the areas of cell science, molecular biology and biochemistry for the pharmaceutical market with the
partnership envisaged as taking the form of a joint venture agreement.
Titolo: Great Britain - Ultra fast water heater
Codice: TRUK20161024001
The UK branch of a product development company is looking for novel water heating technology that will be
incorporated in consumer beverage machines. Fast heating and cooling down is the key. The solution should be
not too far from the market, as large volumes will be needed within a year. The type of collaboration with industrial
parties from heating elements field will depend on the stage of development. It may include commercial agreement
with technical assistance, licensing, manufacturing.
Titolo: Great Britain - Personalised nutrition advice
Codice: TRUK20161028001
The UK branch of a health technology company seeks partners with knowledge and capacity in personalised
nutrition advice. An engine will be built under technical cooperation or license that links scientific knowledge on
nutrition to an individual’s features and patterns, and produces a personalised action plan. The partners may be
academic or industrial.
Titolo: Great Britain - Internal integrity inspection solution needed for installed subsea pipeline bundle
systems on the seabed
Codice: TRUK20161107001
A Scottish company which designs/fabricates/installs pipeline bundles for oil and gas seeks technology solutions to
facilitate the non-intrusive inspection of subsea pipelines. Solutions will enable the assessment of deterioration
/corrosion/damage to cables, hydraulic lines and flowlines containing oil or gas. Technical cooperation partners are
sought which will provide a solution to enable the inspection of pipeline bundles with minimum impact on field
production schedules.
Titolo: Romania - Romanian company look for partners to introduce in its portfolio new IT technologies
and join efforts to develop new eLearning, eGov, eCommerce services based on Internet of Things and
Cloud computing.
Codice: TRRO20160324001
A Romanian RTD company has experience in different EC Programmes, especially as support in business: training
courses, assistance in preparing business plans, counseling on funding sources. The company looks for a partner
in order to introduce in its portfolio new IT technologies to develop practical systems for eLearning, eGov,
eCommerce using IOT and Cloud Computing, for different direct contracts or common EC projects. Type of
cooperation: technical or research cooperation.
Titolo: Switzerland - Partners sought for next generation superconducting wires drawing at elevated
temperatures
Codice: TRCH20161020001
A Swiss SME involved in the industrial development of the next generation superconducting wires seeks a
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partnership enabling industrial wire drawing at elevated temperatures. Medical Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) devices for life sciences are the most important applications. A joint
venture agreement under an exclusive license, including technical cooperation and manufacturing to further
develop the drawing process are sought.
Titolo: Turkey - A Turkish manufacturer is looking for new technologies in hemodialysis application filters.
Codice: TRTR20160909001
A Turkish medical devices manufacturer wants to develop its hemodialysis application filters. The company wants
to transfer know-how from Germany, Italy, Japan concerning hemodialysis application. The company is looking for
partners under license agreement and technical cooperation agreement.
Titolo: Belgium - R&D company seeks non toxic insect glues to be tested and spread on specific materials
(cardboard/plastics)
Codice: TRBE20161012001
In the frame of a new product development, a Brussels-based R&D company specialized in the development of
ecological devices trapping domestic pests is looking for non toxic glues adapted to different insect species. The
glues will be tested on different insect species. The SME seeks commercial agreement with technical support to
spread the glue on specific materials (cardboard/plastics).
Titolo: Turkey - Searching partners for further development of synthetic noise generation system for
electric vehicles (EVs).
Codice: TRTR20161103001
A Turkish engineering SME working on noise, vibration and harshness of vehicles is searching partners in
component, electrical vehicle development, manufacturing and electrical board design for further development of
their synthetic noise generation system for electrical vehicles. The company intends to make a research
cooperation agreement or technical cooperation agreement.
Titolo: Austria - Seeking liquid solution applied in artificial body tissue manufacturing
Codice: TRAT20160906001
An Austrian SME active in the healthcare sector is looking for expertise and/or solutions of fluid polymers materials
for low cost production of body tissue products. They are seeking companies or research institutions for technical
cooperation agreements, license agreements for the adaptation of the technology, or research cooperation
agreements.
Titolo: Lithuania - MOS or MEMS sensors required for improvement of a commercial electronic odour
sensing device
Codice: TRLT20161017001
A Lithuanian SME that has developed and commercialized a handheld electronic odour sensing device (electronic
nose) is looking for suppliers or manufacturers of metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) microelectromechanical
(MEMS) sensors for improvement of their product. The type of partnership sought could be a manufacturing
agreement or technical cooperation.
Titolo: Spain - Variable pressure extruder for seeds oil extraction
Codice: TRES20160912001
A Spanish company from the energy field is specialised in the installation and maintenance of energy systems. The
company is interested in developing a new business idea and for that purpose they need an extruder of variable
pressure able to extract oil from seeds of low fat content by cold extraction. The company is looking for commercial
agreements with technical assistance for the implementation of such a technology to extract seeds oil.
Titolo: Czech Republic - Backlit foils for decorative purposes
Codice: TRCZ20161103001
A Czech SME active in large-format printing, graphics and exhibition systems is looking for backlit foils for
advertisement and decorative purposes. The sought backlit foils should generate steady white uniform light. The
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solution sought should be already available on the market. The company is searching for partners for commercial
agreement with technical assistance.
Titolo: Great Britain - Scottish company seeking technology and know-how for recycling waste
plasterboard.
Codice: TRUK20161004001
A Scottish SME specialising in waste recycling has developed a process for recycling used plasterboard from
building projects to provide a lime product which can be used in agriculture. They are seeking to enter into a
commercial agreement with technical assistance with an industry partner who can share best practice and supply
them with, or help them to develop, a compact machine which will enable them to carry out the recycling efficiently
at a local level.
Titolo: Austria - Long-lasting aesthetic coating for latex surfaces
Codice: TRAT20161028001
An Austrian company produces latex products for babies. They are looking for a new coating possibility to improve
the permanent aesthetic surface. The new coating shall guarantee a shiny look and a slick surface, withstand
repeating boiling/dish washing cycles, have no chemical smell, shall be easy to use, the color shall not change and
the coating process should be below 80 degrees Celsius. They are open for technical, research, manufacturing,
commercial or licensing cooperation agreement.
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